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Background
Five Guys is a well known Burger Restaurant chain. They have in excess of 100
restaurants in the UK and more than 40 in Mainland Europe.
Five Guys typically install A O Smith/Adveco Stainless Steel Cylinders with 36kW
Elements. Due to the large usage of hot water at peak periods, a highly eﬀective water
conditioner is required. Their original solution for water conditioning was not able to
prevent scale at many of the restaurants in hard water areas. It also required a power
source and routine maintenance at additional and ongoing cost.

Review
Aquabion was introduced to Five Guys in January 2019 to review their current scale
issues and ultimately provide a superior solution. Our initial step was too target a
restaurant with significant limescale related issues. The Oxford Circus Restaurant in
Central London had been experiencing significant problems with scale for a number of
years. Descaling of water heating equipment was required every 6-9 months at a cost of
~£600 each time. Four heating elements had to be replaced annually, also at a cost of
~£600. There would have also been a large proportion of heating energy wasted due to
the amount of scale within the system. This provided a great platform for Aquabion to
prove its eﬀectiveness in a relatively short period of time.

Trial
Aquabion specified a H32 (1 1/4”) unit for the Mains Cold Water Supply and a H20 (3/4”)
unit for the Hot Water Service Return to fully protect the restaurant.
The units were installed in January preceding a full inspection 4 months later. The
inspection showed that there was no scale produced within the trial period and even
more promisingly, there was no scale present on the heating elements of the A O Smith
Cylinders which would normally be completely coated in that timeframe.

Future
Five Guys will now be working exclusively with Aquabion for all their water conditioning
requirements which includes replacing the previous conditioner at all hard water sites and
specifying Aquabion at all new Restaurants throughout Europe. This will provide large
savings for the company on plant equipment, servicing costs, energy usage and improve
sustainability whilst reducing their Legionella risks.
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Five Guys - Argyle Street, London MCWS
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Five Guys - Argyle Street, London HWSR
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